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Biography

”As an architect, I’m trained to design buildings with a time-perspective 
of 100 years. On this design idea, I started Eduards Accessories 
Sweden.”

Award-winning Swedish architect/designer Cecilia Eduards has a 
passion for combining traditional Nordic handcraft and building 
techniques with contemporary urban design. 

In 2013, after 10 years of architectural design work, Gothenburg-based 
Cecilia Eduards started to explore how to implement the sustainable 
design theories of her daily work as an architect into accessory design. 
Striving to create items to be loved for years, the goal was to find the 
balance between Scandinavian simplicity and contemporary design. As 
a trained architect, the aspects of beauty and function are equally 
important. 

”Näver” is the Swedish word for birch bark and the Näver Collection, 
launched in 2015, is inspired by the traditional birch bark braiding 
technique used for centuries in the Nordic countries. The Näver 
Collection by Cecilia Eduards has been awarded the Form 2018 and 
Form 2020 design award by the Swedish Form Association and the 
FORM 2018 seal of quality by the German Bundesverband 
Kunsthandwerk e.V.

Cecilia Eduards runs Eduards Accessories from the Gothenburg Studio, 
implementing and exploring the architectural perspective on 
sustainable accessory design.

About Eduards Accessories Sweden

Sprung from the field of architecture, Eduards Accessories creates fashion accessories made with care. To us, sustainable 
fashion is based on three factors: long-term design, sustainable materials and ethical production. Therefore, we use 
chrome-free vegetable tanned leather and carefully design items with the potential to get more beautiful over time.

All our items are designed by an architect in our Gothenburg Studio and made in Sweden out of vegetable tanned leather. 
The Scandinavian design heritage is clearly visible in our collections as the Swedish nature and traditional techniques are 
part of Eduards DNA.
 
We do not present seasonal fashion but strive to create a family of bags, all unique yet related. Using high quality vegetable 
tanned leather and sustainable design our goal is to present items to be loved for generations. By highlighting the used and 
loved item as equally - or more - attractive as things brand new in our social media channels, we hope to raise the 
awareness of the everlasting qualities of good materials and sustainable design.

Eduards Accessories items are presented in digital/physical stores in Scandinavia and Europe and in selected stores in 
Australia, Asia and the US.

CONTACT US
e: cecilia@eduardsaccessories.se
IG: eduardsaccessories
www.eduardsaccessories.se

OUR STUDIO/SHOWROOM
Kastellgatan 11, 413 07 Göteborg, SWEDEN



NÄVER SMALL SHOULDER BAG IN NATURAL LEATHER

The Näver Collection by Eduards Accessories is inspired by traditional 
Nordic birch bark braiding technique in a contemporary design. The Näver 
Small Shoulder Bag, launched 2014, is the everyday hero of the Näver 
collection. This cross body bag, with braided front and matt back, closes 
with a zipper and is equipped with an inner pocket. All lining and the inner 
pocket is made out of leather. The adjustable shoulder strap has two 
alternative lengths for cross body- or shoulder carrying. Näver Small 
Shoulder Bag is available in a variety of colours, all made out of vegetable 
tanned leather.

NÄVER MINI SHOULDER BAG IN RED LEATHER

The Näver Collection by Eduards Accessories is inspired by traditional 
Nordic birch bark braiding technique in a contemporary design. The Näver 
Mini Shoulder Bag, launched 2017, is the precious stone in the Näver 
collection, suitable for a small selection of everyday necessities. This 
leather-lined crossbody bag, with adjustable shoulder strap and a 
characteristic braided front and matt back, has one interior compartment 
and magnetic closure. Use your Mini as an evening clutch by easily 
detaching the shoulder strap. Näver Mini Shoulder Bag is available in a 
variety of colours, all out of vegetable tanned leather.

NÄVER BUCKET BAG IN NATURAL LEATHER

The Näver Collection by Eduards Accessories is inspired by traditional 
Nordic birch bark braiding technique in a contemporary design. The Näver 
Bucket Bag, launched in 2022, is the latest addition to the Näver collection. 
The versatile and spacious Näver Bucket comes with an adjustable 
shoulder strap and a short handle, designed to be your everyday 
companion from workday to night out. Näver Bucket, with braided and matt 
panels, closes with a leather draw string and is equipped with an inner 
pocket out of leather. Näver Bucket Bag is available in a variety of colours, 
all out of vegetable tanned leather.

SKIFFER MINI SHOULDER BAG IN BLACKMIX LEATHER

The Skiffer Collection by Eduards Accessories is inspired by the traditional 
layering of natural slabs of slates for roofing and facades. The Skiffer Mini 
Shoulder Bag, launched in 2020, combines minimalistic Scandinavian 
aesthetics with a playful, layered front. The Skiffer Mini Shoulder Bag with 
adjustable shoulder strap has one interior compartment and closes with a 
v-shaped flap with magnetic closure. Use your Skiffer Mini as an evening 
clutch by easily detaching the shoulder strap. Skiffer Mini Shoulder Bag is 
available in a variety of colours and colour-mixes, all made out of vegetable 
tanned leather.


